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Tridium Expands Communication Service Provider Unit and Enhances Solution Offering
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA February 2, 2012-Tridium the global leader in software frameworks, automation
infrastructure technology and device-to-enterprise integration solutions and developer of the Niagara Framework
is pleased to announce the expansion of its business unit that focuses on Operational Intelligence solutions for
Communications Service Providers (CSP).
Capitalizing on Tridium’s M2M software frameworks, this business unit offers both standard and customized
solutions that address the unique challenges of Communications Service Providers. In addition to delivering
®
complete solutions built on the Niagara Framework , this group includes a team of developers, application
engineers and project managers who build custom solutions, including connecting and web enabling legacy
infrastructure systems as well as assistance with deployment and ongoing support.
®

As an Operational Intelligence Platform for Communication Service Providers, the Niagara Framework has
inherent capabilities to connect and collect data from a multitude of devices and systems at the enterprise edge,
then seamlessly aggregate and normalize the various data sources for centralized management and control.
Analytic and control dashboards can be accessed in existing enterprise views or from a laptop, tablet or smart
phone using standard web browsers.
This unique capability to integrate operational data from multiple organizational silo’s including network
operations, real estate operations and enterprise M2M connections on to a single platform creates new levels of
operational intelligence that benefit Communication Services Providers in multiple ways including:
•
•
•

Enterprise-wide energy management to increase Operational Efficiency and Reduce Costs
Predictive alerting to avoid events and increase Network Reliability
Real time intelligence to improve Response, Recovery and Efficiency of Field Operations

With a highly successful track record that includes over 2000 deployments in 47 countries, Tridium’s CSP unit has
a proven record of creating and supporting new and unique solutions in environments that deliver real value to the
challenges faced by today’s Communications Service Providers.
In conjunction with the business unit expansion, Tridium has also released new enhancements to its
telecommunication solution offerings with the addition of a TL1 Driver and the Device Appliance.
®

The TL1 Driver allows the Tridium Telecom JACE to communicate alarm messages to the OSS Enterprise
System used by 80% of the U.S. market.
The Device Appliance allows contractors and carrier staff without Niagara training to perform installs and move
additions and changes at the site level using simple step by step navigation. The Device Appliance benefits
include; improvements in speed and simplicity of installations, greater flexibility on the type and configuration of
devices and for carriers, the ability to independently and remotely make modifications to device configuration
throughout its lifecycle.
For more information on Tridium’s Operational Intelligence solutions for Communications Service Providers,
contact Mike Luscombe at mluscombe@tridium.com or+ 804-525-1642

About Tridium
Tridium is the global leader in open platforms, application software frameworks, automation infrastructure
technology, energy management and device-to-enterprise integration solutions. The company’s technology and
applications have fundamentally changed the way devices and systems connect, integrate and interoperate with
each other and the enterprise.
Tridium's configurable software frameworks extend connectivity, integration and interoperability to the millions of
devices deployed in the market today and empowers manufacturers to develop intelligent equipment systems and
smart devices that enable collaboration and communication between the enterprise and edge assets. Our
platforms allow for building and managing complex monitoring, control, and automation solutions, including
applications for energy management, telecommunications, M2M and smart services building control, facility
management, industrial automation, medical equipment, physical security,.
The company is an independent business entity of Honeywell International Inc.
Additional information about Tridium is available at www.tridium.com.
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